
CHRISTCHURCH REPLACEMENT DISTRICT PLAN

HEARINGS ON - Residential New Neighbourhood Zones

I am seeking rezoning on the Rural Peninsula of Land to the west of the Residential 
Development (Prestons and Prestons Park). East of Marshland Road. South of Lower 
Styx Road and to the North of Mairehau Road to RNNZ.  The reasons are  reverse 
sensitivity issues to Residential and Rural land owners.

The removal of  Prestons Future Road Links to  the Peninsula of Rural Land changed 
the dynamics of the original Subdivisions intent.   

I wish to support the CCC  stating that any development that is not consistent with a 
ODP should be notified.  

My name is Susan Frances McLaughlin -  Submission Number 2459

DATE : 10 January 2016

I am a landowner in the peninsula of rural  land which is between Marshland Road to the 
west  and new residential Development to the east.

I firstly would like to acknowledge  I am aware of the reasoning for the LURP with regard to 
restricting new development outside of the designated areas as set out in the plan . It is 
also my understanding that the CCC see merit in the rezoning of the Peninsula of Land 
between Marshland Road and the two developments between Lower Styx Road and 
Mairehau Road . 

It is understandable and has merit for the Crown to speed the processes up with regard to 
development of housing . The process without notification can have dangers if the 
processes are too rushed or only focused on one outcome without consultation with 
possible and affected parties of the development.  I also know the frustration that 
developers face with people in the community who just don’t want change however there 
are also affected parties who are supportive of  developments and do not get included 
even on a limited notified basis.   

If I understand the Crown correctly they are wanting to relax the Proposed District Plan 
discretionary Rules put forward by the CCC.  ( Opening Submission for the Crown on the 
New Neighbourhood Zone Proposal Dated 8 January 2016.)  

 My experience with a current Subdivision under the existing plan rules non notified 
consents have been used  with wider implications to the immediate community.

The Crown has sought that the RNNZ provisions be clear and  workable to avoid 
unnecessary transaction costs and that it achieves the purpose of the RM Act1991 by 
enabling development in a manner that enables people  and communities to provide for 
their social, economic and cultural well being and safety while avoiding, minimizing and 
mitigating adverse affects.  Has this been met with the developments in Marshlands?   

 

To the best of my knowledge  Prestons Development Earthworks Consent did not appear to 
have any reference to detail regarding to a higher land height compared to the Rural block 
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owners in the consent document.   Most of the rural land owners now have land built up 1 
to 1.5 m along the rural / residential boundary.  Most rural land owners have a boundary 
approximately 100 m in width with the new development .  One Rural land owner having  
approximately a 390 m boundary with the land built up 1 to 1.5 m which was Non Notified.   
This is Mr and Mrs McGuigan who spoke to the Panel last year with regard to Utilities. 

Also to the best of my knowledge the Erection of a retaining wall (accessory building) was 
carried out on a non notified basis. This accessory building currently spans approximately 
200 m and potentially 390 m on Mr and Mrs McGuigan’s boundary.  This accessory 
building crosses many residential properties. Any accessory building greater then 10 m in 
length I understand the  CCC rules require a set back of  1.8 m from the boundary - this 
wall is not set back 1.8 m from the rural property boundary .  It is  sitting beside the rural 
boundary now causing several  issues for the rural land owner and potentially the 
residential land owners.  Please see Appendix  C.   T It is hard to imagine having nearly .4 
km of an accessory building running along your boundary and not be a notified party.   

Also to the best of my knowledge it appears that the  Consent to rezone Prestons was 
approved with a 15 m building set back to address reverse sensitivity issues between rural 
and residential.     Subsequent to the rezoning the first 5 residential sections (next to 
market gardens) were rezoned to 5 m with a non notified consent.   Market gardening is an 
intensive farming activity with machinery, sprays, odours - the RC when giving approval to 
have the residential homes 5 m from the residential boundary appears  to focus more on 
the location of the rural house in relation to the residential homes as opposed to the 
operational activity of the rural  properties. 

My understanding the rezoning for Prestons development required future proofing for 
development of the rural peninsula and this was also supported by the CCC.  The sections 
nominated for future road were Prestons North Lots 1304, 1401, Prestons South Lots 56, 
262 .  These were later removed without notification to the rural land owners.  RC 
attached. 

Further earthworks have been carried out on a non - notification basis to adjoining land 
owners.  There are now much bigger issues due to process going to the non notified basis 
after three  land owners requested to be limited notified so the mitigation measures could 
be put in.   I was one of the land owners and had discussions with the developer and CCC 
however the process went non notified - why I do not understand as I have always 
supported the development and still do - I do not support the way in which it has been 
done. 

Some of the rural blocks of land in Marshlands are used intensively for market gardening, 
orchards, cattle and horse grazing and one large scale indoor / outdoor storage facility. 

Leading up to and after Guy Fawks some rural land owners with animals sat with cattle or 
horses to make sure they did not run threw fences with the noise and light from fireworks.

The fire brigade turned up to a rural land owner while they were burning tree trimmings 
from shelter belts.

Noise control arrived at a property while a land owner was getting in baylage in the 
evening.  with a  tractor before 9.00 pm.
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Noise control were also sent to a property after a complaint about a ride on lawn mower .

The logistics of moving machinery in and around the area between farms is a nightmare 
(bucket on the front with slasher mower on the back) with the volume of traffic and the 
slow ability and size of machinery to pull out of intersections. 

 

Specific Plan provision to which the submission relates:  

Relief sought:  Rural Urban Fringe on Planning Maps 19 and 22 be  rezoned to  
Residential New Neighbourhood. 

That the CCC be supported with their rules requiring developments not consistent 
with the OPD be notified.  The Development plan should be robust enough in the 
initial stages that it should cover much of the development and if it doesn’t other 
parties should have the right to speak if their land is going to be affected by the 
proposed change.   

Reasons:  Non Notified Consents and removal of Future Roads to the Rural Peninsula have 
had wider implications with reverse sensitivity and compliance issues.   These issues have 
had a significant impact on the community socially and economically .    In my opinion this 
development was required  in such a quick time that issues may have been overlooked in 
the initial planning.  

I would like to ask that the Hon Gerry Brownlee and the Panel consider  the  rural peninsula 
in Marshlands as “unique” to the current requirements as set out in the LURP.

Thank you for your time. 

Signed: 

Date: 12 January 2016

Attachments: 

Appendix A

Appendix B

Appendix C

Appendix D

Appendix E

 RMA92024913: Erection of a Retaining Wall (accessory building) within required Rural 
zone boundary set back.  

CCC Report / Decision on a non notified resource consent application. - Reduction in 
Setback from a rural boundary on Five Residential allotments
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Appendix A:

Top Picture - Market Garden New homes 5 m to rural boundary. 

Reverse Sensitivity for Residential land owners - Dust, sprays, irrigation, machinery noise, 
complaints from residential regarding bird guns and other pest control measures, odours 
and  potentially when homes on current empty sections - irrigation. 

Reverse sensitivity for Rural - Animals and bird life pushed off large farm onto smaller 
blocks and eating crops. Sprays, 



Sheet B

Market Garden - Pictures showing Proximity of houses rural boundary.   Sheet A shows the 
land in use December 2015.  



Appendix C

An Accessory Building (Retaining Wall ) potentially approximately 390 m long and crossing 
many residential sections and one rural land owner.  Non Notified.



Appendix  D - 8 acres Indoor and outdoor Storage
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